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TAKE AN ARTISTIC TOUR OF INTERIOR ALASKA HISTORIC SITES

Historical artist and writer Ray Bonnell has published a book entitled, “Interior Sketches – Ramblings around Interior Alaska historic sites.” It takes readers on a tour to 60 Eastern Interior Alaska historic locations.

Each book entry features one of Ray’s detailed pen & ink historical drawings plus an essay describing a historic site. His work draws on 30 years of tramping the back roads and trails of Eastern Interior Alaska—visiting old mining camps, roadhouses, homesteads, villages and other sites. Wherever he travels he takes numerous photographs and notes, and produces myriad sketches, recording as he says, “snapshots in time of these historic resources before development, vandalism, accidents and time erase them from the landscape.”

Included are endangered historic sites like Richardson Roadhouse, as well as sites that have disappeared, such as the Fairbanks coal bunkers. Also featured are historic preservation success stories like the Cleary-Chatanika Schoolhouse; and museum pieces such as a century-old toboggan freight sled at the Circle District Museum in Central.

Ray’s book guides readers from Boundary at the Canadian border to Manley Hot Springs in the west, and from Circle Hot Springs and Eagle in the north to Valdez Creek and Kantishna in the south. All of the sites are on or near the road system, so people can drive or walk to most of them. In keeping with the book’s historical and artistic nature, Ray painstakingly hand-drew the included map that shows the general location of historic sites.

The sites featured in the book first appeared in Ray’s newspaper column, “Sketches of Alaska,” which is published in the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner. He has been producing the column for the past 3 ½ years, and in 2011 it received the Contributions to Alaska History Award from the Alaska Historical Society.

Ray attended college in Anchorage, Alaska, graduating from Alaska Methodist University (now Alaska Pacific University) in 1974 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in anthropology and art. For the past three decades Ray has lived in and explored Eastern Interior Alaska.

For more information about the book, or to schedule an interview with Ray, call (907) 452-5455 or e-mail him at pingo@mosquitonet.com.

Helpful links:

- Cover for book
- Sample Chapters
- Map for book
- Author’s photo
- Author's blog
Ray is a free-lance artist and writer living in Fairbanks, Alaska (the golden heart of the Interior.)

The Northern Mines Region of California was his stomping ground as a youth. The area is dotted with abandoned mines, hydraulic digging and Indian campoodies. It was there he became enthused with mining history, Native American culture, and the aesthetics of decay as the works of man gradually merged back into nature.

Graduating from Alaska Methodist University (now Alaska Pacific University) in 1974 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Anthropology and Art, he also studied both those subjects at the graduate level at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks.

Ray has been tramping the back roads and trails of Eastern Interior Alaska for 30 years, documenting (through photos, sketches and notes) its mining camps, homesteads, cemeteries and other historic sites. His goal has been to record a “snapshot in time” of these sites before accidents, development, time, and vandals erase them from the landscape.

Over those thirty years he has been producing detailed pen and ink drawings of the region’s historic buildings and equipment, and since 2010 he has also been writing a column in the *Fairbanks Daily News-Miner* about historic sites around Eastern Interior Alaska. In September of 2011 his column received the Alaska Historical Society’s “Contributions to Alaska History Award.”
Take an artistic tour of Eastern Interior Alaska historic sites with Fairbanks artist and writer, Ray Bonnell. For the past 30 years Ray has been tramping the back roads and trails of this vast but sparsely populated region. His destinations have been old mining camps, roadhouses, homesteads, villages and other historic locations.

Some of those sites are being preserved, but many are fading away—the result of accidents, development, time, and vandalism. Several of the historic structures that Ray has visited have already disappeared or undergone dramatic changes. Perhaps just as significant, the memory of these sites is fading as the old-timers who lived this history die or move away.

Ray feels it is important to at least record a “snapshot in time” of these sites, so on his trips he takes numerous photographs and notes, and draws reference sketches. The sketches evolve into detailed pen and ink drawings, and the notes become essays.

Many of those essays and drawings end up in his newspaper column, Sketches of Alaska, which is published in the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner. His column received the Contributions to Alaska History award from the Alaska Historical Society in 2011.

Sixty of those snapshots, selected from the first two and a half years of Ray’s column, appear in this book. Each entry consists of a pen-&-ink illustration and essay. All of the sites are on or near the road system, so you can drive or walk to most of them if you are so inclined. A map of Eastern Interior Alaska showing the general location of sites is included. In keeping with the historical and artistic nature of the book that detailed map was hand-drawn and inked by Ray.
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For 30 years Fairbanks artist and writer Ray Bonnell has been tramping the back roads and trails of Eastern Interior Alaska, visually documenting the region's historic resources. Let him guide you on an artistic tour of some of these locations.

- Sixty historic sites featured.
- Each entry includes a detailed pen and ink illustration plus essay,
- All sites originally appeared in Ray's award-winning newspaper column, Sketches of Alaska.
- All sites are located near the road system so you can visit most of them.
- A hand-drawn map of the region showing the general location of sites is included.

Use Interior Sketches as a guide book while you explore the back roads of Eastern Interior Alaska, or just enjoy it from the confort of your easy chair.

ISBN 978-0615923192
$19.95 - Trade Paperback
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Take an artistic tour of Eastern Interior Alaska historic sites

For 30+ years Fairbanks artist and writer Ray Bonnell has been tramping the roads and trails of Eastern Interior Alaska. His destinations have been old mining camps, roadhouses, homesteads, villages, and other historic locations.

Some of these sites are being preserved, but many are fading away—the result of accidents, development, time, and vandalism. A few of the historic structures he has visited have already disappeared or undergone dramatic changes.

Through his essays and detailed pen & ink drawings Ray has been taking “snapshots in time” of these historic sites. Many of those snapshots appear in this book. Interior Sketches guides readers from Boundary at the Canadian border to Manley Hot Springs in the west, and from Circle Hot Springs and Eagle in the north to Valdez Creek and Kantishna in the south.

- Sixty historic sites featured.
- Each entry consists of a detailed pen & ink illustration plus essay describing the site.
- Sites included were selected from the first two and a half years of Ray’s newspaper column, Sketches of Alaska. That column received the Contributions to Alaska History award from the Alaska Historical Society in 2011.
- All of the sites are on or near the road system, so the reader can drive or walk to most of them.
- A reproduction of a hand-drawn map of Eastern Interior Alaska showing the general location of sites is included.

“Ray is not only a talented artist, but also a wonderful writer. We thoroughly enjoyed the book.”
Christine Upton

“Excellent book. Truly amazing drawings and great historical articles. A great read.”
Dave Dreydoppel

Ray graduated from Alaska Methodist University (now Alaska Pacific University) in 1974 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in anthropology and art. He then studied writing at the University of Alaska in Fairbanks.

He has lived in and explored Interior Alaska for over three decades. Since 2010 his column about Interior Alaska historic sites has appeared on a regular basis in the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner newspaper.
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Take an artistic tour of Eastern Interior Alaska historic sites

Ray Bonnell has been tramping the roads and trails of Eastern Interior Alaska. His destinations have been old mining camps, roadhouses, homesteads, villages, and other historic locations.

Some of these sites are being preserved, but many are fading away—the result of accidents, development, time, and vandalism. A few of the historic structures he has visited have already disappeared or undergone dramatic changes.

Through his essays and detailed pen-and-ink drawings, Ray has been taking “snapshots in time” of these historic sites. Many of these snapshots appear in this book. Interior Sketches guides readers from Boundary at the Canadian border to Manley Hot Springs in the west, and from Circle Hot Springs and Eagle in the north to Valdez Creek and Kantishna in the south.

- Sixty historic sites featured.
- Each entry consists of a detailed pen-and-ink illustration plus essay describing the site.
- Sites included were selected from the first two and a half years of Ray’s newspaper columns. Sketches of Alaska and columns received the Contributions to Alaska History Award from the Alaska Historical Society in 2011.
- All of the sites are on or near the road system, so the reader can drive or walk to most of them.
- A reproduction of a hand-drawn map of Eastern Interior Alaska showing the general location of sites is included.

“Ray is not only a talented artist, but also a wonderful writer. We thoroughly enjoyed the book.”—Christina Upjohn

“Excellent book. Truly amazing drawings and great historical articles. A great read.”—Dave jeepjeeper
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Continue your artistic tour of Interior Alaska historic sites

Fairbanks artist and historian Ray Bonnell has been tramping the roads and trails of Interior Alaska for over 30 years, searching out old mining camps, villages, and other historic locations.

His goal had been to record “snapshots in time” of these sites before time, development, and vandalism erased many of them from the landscape. While some sites are being preserved, others have already disappeared, and the changing climate in Interior Alaska is putting even more historic sites at risk.

Since 2010 he has been producing a historical column entitled “Sketches of Alaska” for the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner newspaper. Through his column essays and detailed pen-and-ink drawings Ray has been sharing these “snapshots in time” with the public. Each column received the Contributions to Alaska History award from the Alaska Historical Society in 2011.

His first book on Interior Alaska historic sites, published in 2013, brought the first 2 1/2 years of his column into one collection. This second book covers an additional 2 1/2 years of the column. Many of the column essays were revised and updated for this book.

Interior Sketches II takes readers from Northway Airfield near the Canadian border to Manley Hot Springs in the west, and from Circle in the north to Talkeetna in the south.

- Sixty additional historic sites are featured.
- Each entry consists of a detailed pen-and-ink illustration plus essay describing the site.
- All of the sites are on or near the road system, so the reader can drive or walk to most of them.
- A reproduction of a hand-drawn map of Interior Alaska showing the general location of sites included.
- Numerous additional pen-and-ink drawings of Alaskan scenes are also included.

Ray Bonnell graduated from Alaska Methodist University (now Alaska Pacific University) in 1974 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in anthropology and art. He then studied writing at the University of Alaska in Fairbanks.

He has lived in and explored Interior Alaska for over three decades. Since 2010 his column about Interior Alaska historic sites has appeared on a regular basis in the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner newspaper.
Todd Communications sample distribution contract

1. **ALASKA EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION:** Alaska exclusive distribution is defined to include all wholesale sales of the publication retailed in Alaska, regardless of the origin of the sale or the customer. All wholesale sales contacts in Alaska made directly to the Publisher will be immediately turned over to Todd to process.

2. **TODD’S RESPONSIBILITIES:** Todd will be responsible to warehouse, sell, deliver, invoice and make its best effort to collect in full sales of Publisher’s publication. Todd will report quarterly in writing to Publisher by Supplier Payment Statement in the first month of each quarter all funds received in the preceding quarter, as well as the number of books or other product remaining in inventory and uncollected sales at the end of the quarter. Uncollected revenues are amounts due for product delivered but not yet paid for at the end of the quarter. Todd is not a promoter, marketer, advertising or public relations agency and does not perform these functions for books. Todd will also provide Publisher a *Collection Detail* report showing every sale of one product, sale date, amount of product sold, amount invoiced and the name of the customer - for $25 per quarter to be deducted from Publisher’s quarterly payment. If you want this additional quarterly *Collection Detail* report, please sign on the line immediately below.

3. **TODD’S COMPENSATION:** Todd is to be compensated for the exclusive right of distribution in Alaska of Publisher’s publication at the rate of thirty-seven percent (37%) of revenues based on standard discounts described in paragraph 13 (35% and 40%) or another discount schedule if agreed in writing. Todd will mail Publisher sixty-three percent (63%) of amounts collected based on agreed upon discounts for the publication in the first month of each quarter (January, April, July & October) for funds received in the preceding quarter except in two cases: 1) if the customer is given a lesser discount due to the difficulty in collection and 2) if the customer is given a lesser discount for the right to return product. In both of these cases Publisher will still receive the above agreed percent of revenue based on normal discounts of 35% and 40%. Todd’s receipt of revenues in excess of these discounts will be to compensate it for added labor in collections and dealing with returned product which is not normally allowed under its terms of sale. Todd is to receive all revenues for freight, past-due fees and sums recovered from purchasers to reimburse Todd’s costs of collection such as court fees, attorney’s fees and process server’s fees. There is a one time entry and stocking fee of $25 and a $8 per quarter service charge for each title. These amounts will be deducted from quarterly payments to the Publisher. Quarterly Supplier Payment Statements are provided at no cost to publisher. Additional written (i.e. e-mail, USPS, etc.) or verbal requests for detailed information from Todd employees are billed at $75 for up to 15 minutes of employee time and $75 per 15 minutes or portion thereof thereafter. These amounts may be deducted from quarterly revenues. If publisher experiences a negative balance, publisher to pay upon receipt of quarterly statement.
4. **PUBLISHER RESPONSIBILITIES:** Publisher is responsible for delivering at its expense publication to Todd’s warehouses as needed in Anchorage, Fairbanks, Ketchikan and Juneau, as well as to others mutually agreed upon. If Publisher delivers to less than all four warehouses, Todd may ship and deduct cost from payments made to Publisher for publication. Todd agrees to ship at best rate it is able to obtain. Publisher is responsible for cost of transferring books among Todd’s warehouses to meet demand as Todd sees fit. Publisher is responsible for all promotion and marketing of its own title(s).

5. **PROMPT RESUPPLY:** Publisher agrees to keep Todd stocked and ship to Todd within five calendar days of notification of a need for inventory. Publisher agrees to deliver at its expense the number of publications requested by Todd as long as it has access to publication, and authorizes Todd to move inventory among its warehouses as demand requires, at publisher’s expense. Publisher will not withhold publication from Todd it has access to and will deliver promptly.

6. **STORAGE CHARGES:** Publisher understands that only for quantities *substantially in excess of the number ordered by Todd* he may be billed a storage fee by Todd at the rate of 3¢ per book per month if they arrive in boxes which are clearly labeled with the following: name of book exactly as it appears on the cover of product, full name of Publisher, and accurate listing of number of books/products in each box. Todd may also charge a storage fee for quantities in excess of one year supply to be determined by Todd. The rate is 6¢ per book/product per month if any of the above information is incomplete or inaccurate. Amounts due only for excess book/product storage may be deducted from quarterly payments due by Todd. Excess storage charges will only apply if supplier delivers substantially more books than Todd agrees to store or for more than one year’s supply.

7. **ACCURATELY LABELED BOXES:** Publisher agrees to deliver books in boxes accurately labeled with name of book exactly as it appears on the cover of product, full name of Publisher and accurate listing of number of books/products in each box. Publisher will be charged an additional two cents per book per month if any of the above information is inaccurate or missing.

8. **AGREEMENT TO REPRINT:** Publisher agrees to reprint or manufacture publication on a timely basis so Todd does not run out of inventory or to notify Todd in writing with the return of this agreement that Publisher will not reprint or manufacture again. In order to avoid running out, Publisher agrees to notify Todd’s head office in Anchorage in writing (Attention: Inventory Mgr.) immediately upon inventory level in Publisher’s possession and control declining to 200 units or less. Todd, through its print brokering arm, Alaska Print Brokers, would appreciate the opportunity to bid on any reprint and can usually save publisher money.
9. **TODD MAY SELL TO ANYONE:** Todd will have the right to sell publication to any customer. Publisher will not impose any restrictions as to whom Todd may sell publication to.

10. **OTHER WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS:** Todd may sell to other wholesale distributors in Alaska or the Lower 48, such as TNG (The News Group) which makes most book sales in Alaska Safeway, Carrs, Fred Meyer, Wal-Mart, Army post and Air Force base exchanges, at the lowest discount it is able to negotiate, but for no more than a 55% discount from the publisher’s recommended retail price.

11. **LARGE LOTS:** Todd may sell in lots of no less than 100 books at a time of a single title to a retailer at a discount of up to fifty percent (50%) from the publisher’s recommended retail price.

12. **RETAIL PRICE & DISCOUNT:** Publisher will provide Todd with its recommended retail price of publication and print it on front or back cover. It is to be billed to retailer at standard discount of 4 - 23 units – 35% discount from retail price and 24 or more units – 40% discount, unless agreed in writing. Retailers are allowed to mix titles to achieve quantity discount. On occasion, salespeople may allow a 40% discount for quantities of less than 24 units to open new accounts or for promotional reasons.

13. **TODD MAY PURCHASE AT LOWEST PRICE:** Todd will have right to purchase at lowest wholesale price printed in its catalog in order to make retail sales, i.e. via mail and to walk-ins.

14. **CASE COUNT:** Publisher will inform Todd in writing prior to delivery of publication how many publications are packed in a case and how many total books will be delivered.

15. **PRICE, ISBN, UPC:** Todd Communications requires all publications to be printed or stickered with price, International Standard Book Number (ISBN) and Universal Product Code (UPC) with bar code. Todd will print required stickers if necessary and affix to books for additional two percent fee. There will be a $75 one time charge to assign ISBN or UPC to books/products that do not have them on the cover, to be deducted from Publisher’s payment. There is a $75 charge for non-book products not having a UPC bar code.
16. **PUBLISHER DISCLOSURE:** Publisher will disclose in writing to Todd prior to delivery of publications to Todd’s warehouses the name of the printer/manufacturer, a list of all previous purchasers, dates and quantities of sales, both unit and total prices, and Publisher’s standard wholesale discount prices and quantities to qualify for those prices. Publisher will also provide Todd with a list of recommended customers to call on with name of contact, telephone, fax and mailing address at time of signing contract (see attached form).

17. **QUANTITY AVAILABLE TO TODD:** Publisher will disclose in writing the quantity of publications available to Todd before the Standard Publication Distribution Agreement signing date.

18. **SHRINKAGE:** Publisher understands it is normal in the print media distribution business to have shrinkage of one to three percent for a variety of reasons including review copies, promotional samples and damage in transit. Todd is not responsible for shrinkage although it will make all reasonable attempts to minimize shrinkage and to collect from transportation companies for product damaged in transit from Todd’s printer and between Todd’s warehouses. Damaged books will be donated to charity or sold with proceeds donated to a non-profit organization or charity.

19. **AGREEMENT CANCELLATION:** This agreement may be canceled by either party with 90 days advance written notice. If Todd cancels this agreement, Todd must pay shipping and handling within the U.S. back to Publisher. If Publisher cancels contract or requests product be shipped to other than one of Todd’s wholesale customers for sale, Publisher will pay shipping and handling prior to shipment.